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Abstract
This project is to use the material Expancel to create high friction 
surfaces and that it’s possible to add extra value into it in form of form 
and other functions. The target group is people who shop for grocery 
products, everyone. With help from users with reduced hand function 
and vision problems the concept is developed to fit as many people 
as possible. The project results in a concept solution where users with 
reduced hand function gets extra value in their daily life situation with 
packaging and adding an extra experience for everyone else with a 
different material on the package.

1. Introduction

1.1 Description of the project
According to funkanu.com1 approximately 20% of the Swedish 
population have some kind of hand decease with reduced hand 
strength and women have in general 40% lower hand strength 
then men. This causes huge problems for people in their daily life, 
especially when it comes to food packaging for groceries since it’s 
used every day. 

Due to increasing populations and aging it is important to help 
people being more independent in their daily life and the feeling 
of independency should be every man’s right. The “design for all” 
method should in the process give the product the feeling and 
appearance of being designed for everyone and not just an aid.

The result will be a showcase for AkzoNobel and Expancel to show for 
interested customers. They will see the potential of the material and 
that the material can give a value to a product, for example packaging 
and to the end customers.

1.1.1 Aim and goal
Use Expancel to create a new and exciting application within the 
packaging industry. 

The solution will ease for users with reduced hand function and/or 
reduced eye sight.

2. Method

2.1 The design process
The design process is divided in three main blocks; Pre study, Creative 
phase and Result.

2.1.1 Pre study
The pre study starts with a research phase gathering information 
about the company other interesting and inspiring information related 
to the project. The pre study also includes defining stakeholders and 
target group. One user test is made to state problems with existing 
products in the market.

2.1.2 Creative phase
During the creative phase the concepts and ideas will start to form 
with help from different methods like for example workshops. Models 
and/or sketches will be evaluated by users in a discussion/focus group 
and then evaluated. This step is repeating.

2.1.3 Result
The result of the project includes physical models of the end products/
concepts, a presentation and a report. The final model is tested one last 
time with the users to see if the product came out in a good way.

1 http://www.funkanu.com/Design-for-alla/Tillganglighet/Statistik/ (2013-05-01)
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Picture 1 - Picture of the relation between extreme and “normal” users. 

2.2 Design for all
The focus in the project is based on the “design for all” method, which 
means that the process is the same as the design process, but with 
another way of working with the users and the choice of the users. 

In the general design process the product/service is developed with 
help from users, maybe experts or general users. In the design for all 
design process the idea is to develop the product with help from a 
user with some kind of physical or cognitive disability, first to evaluate 
existing products and then to be a part of the development of the new 
product throughout the whole project. The idea is to create a product 
for as many people as possible. If a person with reduced eyesight or 
hand strength can use the product, a person without problem also 
can use it. The product is going to be developed to a bigger range of 
people without being an aid. Picture 1 shows the extreme users to the 
right and the people without major problems to the left. The extreme 
users could be severe disabled or people who do extreme sports with 
a need of specially developed products like an aid or gear. In between 
there are people with more or less disabilities or needs. The oval shape 
is a symbol to show that the needs go round and round and that the 
limitations are difficult to establish.
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3. Result

3.1 Pre study
3.1.1 About AkzoNobel

AkzoNobel is a big company with 55 000 employees all over the 
world. They are the largest in global paints and coatings and a major 
producer of specialty chemicals. AkzoNobel’s headquarter is located in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Expancel belongs to specialty products 
in AkzoNobel that develops and sells thermoplastic microspheres and 
is located in Sundsvall, Sweden.2

3.1.1.1 What is Expancel?
The name of the concept with expanding microspheres is Expancel. 
The microspheres are small spherical particles that, depending of the 
outer factors like heat, expand around 64 times its original starting 
volume 2. The core of the spheres consists of a gas and the shell around 
the gas is a thermoplastic shell. They are built up in a special process 
and the pictures on page 7 shows how.

3.1.1.2 What is microspheres used for?
The microspheres are used in many different areas and products, like 
for example additives in different products to change its form or/and 
function. One example is that unexpanded spheres are added in the 
ink for wallpaper and when heated the spheres will expand and create 
a relief or matte surface. Another example is spheres that are added 
into a thermoplastic compund which is expanded in an injection 
modling machine, resulting a shoe sole with low density.

Some interesting properties that can be created with Expancel 
are for example lower density, surface modification, insulation, 
compressability and residence. Many times the use of Expancel leads 
to cost reduction, since less raw material is required to reach the same 
volume 2.

Picture 2 - Microspheres, unexpanded and expanded 1

1 Microspheres, Owned by AkzoNobel
2 Information about Expancel, from AkzoNobel
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Picture 4 - The beginning of the microsphere. The four different parts to create 
the sphere are mixed together. The stabilizer helps the propellant, initiator and 
monomers to stay together. 

Picture 7 - The initiator and monomers have reacted with each other and created a 
plastic shell, left in the middle is the gas.

Picture 5 - The initiator and monomers are starting to react with each other. 

Picture 6 - The initiator and monomers are still reacting and at the same time 
moving towards the outer area in the sphere. 

Picture 2 - An expanding microsphere 1

Picture 3 - Different microsphere needs different temperature to expand 2

1 Heat for expansion, Owned by AkzoNobel
2 Expanding curves, Owned by AkzoNobel
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The Expancel microspheres are delivered in different forms 1 (see 
picture 8):

Expancel WU - (wet unexpanded) is used in waterborne products and 
heat is needed to cause expansion of the microspheres in the product. 
Examples of applications are water based printing ink and nonwoven.

Expancel WE - (wet expanded) is used in waterborne products. It is 
used in processes without heat. It can among other things be used in 
paint, frost resistant concrete, sealants and modelling clay. Expancel 
DU - (dry unexpanded) is used in products where no water can 
be added. Heat is needed in the process to cause expansion of the 
microspheres in the product.  PVC plastisols, shoe soles, under body 
coatings and polyurethanes are examples of applications for DU.

Expancel DET - (dry expanded) is used in products without water and 
processes without heat. It can be used in products such as polyester 
putty, cultured marble, paint, etc.

Expancel MB - (masterbatch) is a form that makes dispersion easier. 
It is Expancel DU mixed with a carrier. Heat is needed to cause 
expansion of the microspheres in the product. It is commonly used in 
injection moulding and extrusion.

Expancel SL (slurry) is a dispersion of unexpanded microspheres in 
water. The product is used where it is important that the product is 
extremely easy to disperse. Heat is needed in the process to cause 
expansion of the microspheres in the product. It is used mainly in 
board and anti-slip coatings.

There are different grades of Expancel microspheres available and 
their properties vary regarding:

• Expansion
• Thermal stability
• Particle size
• Shell thickness
• Chemical resistance
• Elasticity
• Gas tightness
• Mechanical strength
• Surface modification

Picture 8 - Different forms of Expancel 2

1 Information about competitors, from AkzoNobel http://www.akzonobel.com/expancel/
knowledge_center/tutorials/four/
2 Different forms of Expancel, Owned by AkzoNobel
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3.1.2 Competitors

3.1.2.1 Producers of thermoplastic microspheres
The biggest competitors in the business area; thermoplastic spheres 
are Matsumoto and Sekisui. There are also smaller companies like 
Dongjin, Henkel Dualite, Kureha that has the same kind of product as 
Expancel, a thermoplastic expanding microsphere 1.

3.1.2.2 Producers of glass spheres
One of the biggest competitors of Expancel is 3M. They have a similar 
product that is used in the same way as the Expancel microspheres. 
The difference is the material, which are microspheres made out of 
glass instead of thermoplastic. These can be used as an additive in all 
kinds of material, for example glass, thermoplastics, sheet and bulk 
moulding composites. The biggest difference comparing to Expancel 
is that these spheres are more rigid and not so flexible. PQ-Cel® is 
another smaller producer of glass spheres 1.

Improved board properties:

• Improved bulk
• Improved bending stiffness
• Improved thermal insulation
• Improved acoustic insulation
• Anti skid effect
• Improved soft touch, look/feeling of packaging

Some examples of products where Expancel is used are artificial 
leather, wallpapers, ink, shoe soles and all kinds of plastics.

1 Information about competitors, from AkzoNobel
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3.1.3 Market research

3.1.3.1 Why design for all?
When designing products, there are a lot of factors to consider but 
one of the most important is the focus of the user. There are some 
important facts that are the base for the project. 

Due to the aging population in the world (picture 9), the need of 
good designed products increases. To help users with disabilities 
or difficulties in their life to manage their everyday situation, the 
importance of design for all is a fact. 

16 % of the Danish population “choose a competing product if they 
have had a negative experience with packaging” according to facts in 
www.userfriendlypackaging.com. That fact can of course differ from 
country to country, but it can be a guideline for other countries as well. 
The fact that the number one priority for many people with reduced 
hand function is user-friendly packaging is actually a reality.

3.1.3.2 Easier to open packaging 
According to a DTI survey around 1997 showed that 90 964 accidents 
requiring hospital treatment were packaging related. Packaging easier 
to open will get a more important parameter in the design process, 
due to the aging population and to other factors, like the DTI survey. 
13 years ago in Materials World, Vol. 9, No. 3 pp. 11-13, March 2001 it 
was possible to read about that lower forces used to open packaging is 
presumed to be required in the future with help from optimum use of 
material. Picture 9 - Graph of population getting older1.

1 Statistics Canada, 2012 Avaliable at: http://www.fin.gc.ca/pub/eficap-rebvpc/report-rapport-
eng.asp (2013-05-22)
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3.1.3.3 Solutions for bad packaging
Some people with hand problems get creative and solve their 
problems by themselves. For example in a web page for people born 
with Spina Bifida, there are a lot of those examples where people with 
weak hands solve their daily life issues with for example opening 
packaging or carrying things1. For example in picture nr 10 where 
a person made a solution for a product with bad grip. There are 
many examples of products that feel to “heavy” because of low hand 
strength. 

1 Bottle with grip reduction - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-vattenflaska-med-virkat-overdrag-1314.html (2013-03-12)
Milk package - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-anpassad-mjolkpakethallare-115.html (2013-03-12)
Wooden handle TetraPak - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-mjolkpakethallare-med-stort-handtag-1184.html (2013-03-12)
Cloth for products with bad grip - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-grepphjalp-for-pepparkvarn-805.html (2013-03-12)
Holder for butter - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-att-steka-tippbar-hallare-for-olja-smor-393.html (2013-03-12)
Beer ring - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-att-steka-tippbar-hallare-for-olja-smor-368.html?kat=8 (2013-03-12)
Bottle handle - Avaliable at: http://www.spinalistips.se/tips-grepp-till-flaska-860.html (2013-03-12)

Picture 10 - Solution for a product with bad grip
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3.1.4 Stakeholders

Around AkzoNobel and Expancel there are many different 
stakeholders to keep track on in the process. Some are directly related 
to Expancel and some are not. Trying to pinpoint out some of them in 
picture 11 to see the relation they have for each other and what matter 
they will make in the end. The most influential stakeholder comes 
far away from Expancel in the map, the end user of a product. The 
end user has the ability to decide whether the product is good or not. 
It can also be called purchasing power and is valuable for Expancel 
in the end. All the stakeholders are important in some way and are 
depending of or affected by Expancel. 

3.1.5 Target group

One of the most important stakeholders in this project is the end user 
and is therefore the selected target group.  

This project is going to result in a general packaging concept, which 
means that all people who use packaging are in the target group. The 
focus in the user studies are with people who have some kind of hand, 
eye or cognitive disability to make the packaging more user friendly 
for as many people as possible without being an aid.

3.1.5.1 Diseases
It’s usual when people are aging that problems occur, normally loss 
of hand strength, impaired eyesight or shakings. Other diagnoses 
that are usual to get when becoming older are rheumatic diagnoses 
like Rheumatoid Arthritis1 (picture 12), Rheumatoid Arthritis and 
Osteoarthritis. Neurological diagnoses that are more common in a 
higher age are Stroke, Post Polio and Parkinson. There is also possible 
to suffer from some kind of diagnose in a younger age as well and 

Picture 12 - Rheumatoid Arthritis.
1 Rheumatoid Arthritis -  http://www.cedars-sinai.edu/Patients/Health-Conditions/Arthritis---
Rheumatoid-Arthritis-Osteoarthritis-and-Spinal-Arthritis.aspx (2013-02-20)

Picture 11 - Chart over stakeholders
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example of those diagnoses are Multiple Sclerosis and spinal cord 
injuries. Around 20% of the worlds population has some kind of 
diagnose affecting their hands and in general are women weaker in 
their hands then men, approximately around 40% lower strength3. 

Three of the most common diseases:

Hemiplegic means that the person has reduced strength in half of 
the body. It is common after a stroke or for elderly persons. It is 
also possible to get it from birth. The most common symptoms are 
weakness in muscles, reduced control of movements and reduced 
endurance.

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic inflammatory disease in the joints. 
It does not only affect the joints, but also tissues around the joints and 
organs in the body. 

The disease often starts around the age of 40-50. The affected person 
can’t be completely healthy, but the symptoms can be reduced with 
help from medicine. 

Osteoarthritis is the most common type of arthritis. It is caused by 
degradation or lost of cartilage in one or several joints. The most 
commonly affected areas are hands, feet, spinal, hips and knees. 
Arthritis can be linked to heavy lifting during a long time in for 
example work. Symptoms are pain in joints, tendernes, stiffness and 
lockups. This disease is heritable. 

3.1.5.2 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs1 is a theory where you can see which 
needs to be fulfilled to reach to different levels2. Say that you need to 
achieve one step in the triangle to be able to reach to the next step, 
first is “physiological” need in the bottom of the triangle (picture 13) 
that needs to be fulfilled to be able to reach the next step and to feel 
“safety”. The goal is to reach to top of the triangle and achieve self-
actualization. This is applicable to everything in our daily life and 
includes packaging as well as everything else in people’s daily life. 
Packaging might not be the most crucial product when it comes to 
not feel self-esteem or confidence and self-actualization, but it creates 
frustration and can definitely be a part of a persons’ self-esteem.

Picture 13 - Maslow’s hierarchy of needs1
1 Maslow’s_Hierarchy_of_Needs, 2012 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Maslow%27s_
Hierarchy_of_Needs.svg (2013-03-22)
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_Hierarchy_of_Needs (2013-03-22)
3 http://www.funkanu.com/Design-for-alla/Tillganglighet/Statistik/ (2013-05-01)
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Person 7 – He is 
51 years old and 
has had problems 
concentrating for 
some years because 
of his earlier life 
situation. 

3.1.6 About the user tests

The tests are based on deep interviews and discussions about the 
products and the material. What the users testing the products and 
material have in common is that they have some kind of problems 
with handling products visually or with hand strength.

Person 1 – He is around 65 years old 
and has problems with his hand due 
to Rheumatic Arthritis. He has had 
problems for around 30 years and is weak 
in his hands, his grip is limited and he 
gets pain if he strains too much. He has 
his own solution at home of how to solve 
problems of opening packaging. He has 
a lot of different tools, like for example a 
glass bottle opener that is attached to the 
cabinets in his kitchen. 

Person 2 – She is 
around 50 years old 
and has rheumatic 
problems. She has 
her tool box in the 
kitchen and the 
worst grip for her is 
the tweezers grip.

Person 3 – She is 
around 50 years old 
and have rheumatic 
problems. She 
often has pain in 
her joints and has 
problems with the 
force in her hands.

Person 4 – She has eyesight 
problems because of surgeries 
and fromage. She also has 
Osteoarthritis from a few years 
back. She likes to solve problems 
and at home she has most of the 
content from her toolbox in the 
kitchen to open packaging. 

Person 5 – He has 
been blind for about 
9 years because of 
diabetes. He can’t 
read brail, but 
could understand 
interactive patterns. 
He gets help with 
most of the daily life 
activities in his house. 
(no illustration) 

Person 6 – She 
is around 50 
years old and has 
cognitive problems 
and rheumatic 
problems in her 
hands. 

Person 8 – He is 
around 60 years 
old and born blind, 
with no other 
issues. He can read 
brail very good and 
has sensible sense in 
his fingers. 
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3.1.7 User test 1

To understand problems with existing packaging and the importance 
they have for the users, the first test was made. Three deeper 
interviews about products and testing of existing products (picture 
14) gave the ideas of how to continue in the process. The three users 
have rheumatic problems in their hands and one has severe eyesight 
problems.

Packages that were tested were mainly medicine cans, but with 
different opening solutions, sizes and material. The users tested the 
products in different steps:

• Grip
• Interactivity
• Opening
• Closing
• Opening the second time
• Storing
• Authenticity
• Ability to through away/recycle

The questions were asked to find out how it was to follow through 
with the different steps and having a discussion about what makes the 
packaging good or bad. The questionnaire is in appendix 1.

Picture nr 14 - Tested products
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3.1.7.1 Feedback
The result of the tests shows that the most important demand is that 
it’s easy to open the package/product, both the first and the second 
time. Other important functions are; to see if the product is intact 
(unopened), that it should be easy to take one dose and to see how 
much is left of the content. Many products in the market do not 
achieve the demands from users with hand or eye problems.

This kind of solutions 
for security openings are 
really bad for people with 
rheumatism for example. 
Their hands hurt when trying 
to open it. They need a tool 
because of that.

The security sealing 
in this package was 
too difficult to see. The 
users couldn’t open it.

This child proof cork was too 
difficult to see for the users. 
Especially for the person with 
reduced eye sight.
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3.1.8 Specification of demands

The demands are mainly based on the user studies. The demands have 
been developed throughout the whole project specially looking into 
the branch in the stakeholder plan where the targetgroup (end user) 
appears (page 12). The three groups are the user, producer (retailer/
costumer) and AkzoNobel (Expancel) and the focus is in the material 
and the package.
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3.1.9 Application techniques

3.1.9.1 Flexography
This is one of the biggest printing techniques in the world. The 
technique is fast and allows big scale printing (>10 000). In the 
technique a relief plate is used and can print almost any kind of 
substrate (like plastic, metallic films, cellophane and paper). This 
technique is normally used for printing food packaging, wallpapers, 
labels and corrugated paper. 

If adding an Expancel recipe into this technique it would be possible 
to add it in the ink. But when printing milk packages, a thin film of PE 
plastic is added as a barrier on the outside and inside the package. So 
to add Expancel into this product might be a bit difficult, especially 
when the PE is melted in high temperatures and the spheres expands 
in lower temperatures.

3.1.9.2 Spray painting
There are several ways of spraying the ink onto a surface but the 
most common is with compressed air. When testing to spray ink 
onto different surfaces I was using a hand held airbrush to simulate 
the technique if it had been done in a big scale production. For best 
result if would have been good to try the technique with airless spray 
painting, which according to Wikipedia usually is used for industry 
coatings. Since the spheres are quite big for the tip and can easily clog, 
it is better to have a technique that allows high pressure.

3.1.9.3 Offset printing (plate)
This technique is good for a middle scale production, around a few 
ten thousand. The same pattern is transferred from a plate to a rubber 
blanket and then onto the substrate. It is usually used for printing 
newspapers, magazines, books etc. The printing quality is consistently 
high and the price of offset printing is the cheapest technique 
comparing to other techniques and to the quality.

3.1.9.4 Screen printing
Screen-printing is a good technique for smaller scale production. A 
woven mesh is forming a shape where the ink is pressed trough onto a 
substrate to create the desired pattern.

3.1.9.5 Tampon printing
This printing technique transfers a 2D image onto a 3D object. The 
image is being transferred from a silicone pad onto the substrate. It is 
used for more complicated printings like in medical, automotive and 
electronic objects.
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3.2 Creative process

3.2.1 Elaborations with Expancel

The material Expancel appears different depending of the substrate 
and for the application technique, therefore tests are made to create 
desired effect.

Spray painting by hand
This technique should simulate the spray 
painting technique.

Screen printing by hand
This technique should simulate the screen 
printing method, but it is more simple. 
The hand made screen printings can get 
different pressures and accuracy as in 
mass production.

 Tampon printing by hand
The potato printing is compared to 
tampon printing technique. This hand 
printing method is not accurate and it’s 
difficult to get the right pressure and flow 
onto the substrate.

Coating by hand
This technique should simulate coating 
technique. It’s not accurate because of 
difficulties to get the right pressure and 
flow onto the substrate.

Picture 18 - Air spray painting 1

1 Air Spray Painting, Avaliable at: http://metabopowertools.powertoolscompareprice.
com/94t2y274y2r2d4d4-compressed_air_paint_spray_gun_fb_150_metabo.html (2013-06-02)
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3.2.1.1 Ink name: 0
Printing ink
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140 °c

• 82,8 g DM 105
• 68,1  ECO-16
• 10,0 g XSDUX10
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• 1,5 g PT-XN

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen printing

Substrates:
• Paper
• Plastic
• Blue paper

Properties:
Too hard surface, no sensed friction with all techniques on all 
substrates. 

Picture 20 - Test with ink on blue paper

Picture 21 - Test with ink on plastic
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3.2.1.2 Ink name: 1
Printing ink

• 82,8 DM 105
• 68,1 ECO-16
• 10,0 40-storlek
• 10,0 Glycerol
• 1,6 ENA-515
• 24,5 Vatten
• 3,0 PT-XN

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen printing

Substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Paper (for black and white printing)
• OH Plastic
• Plastic pocket
• Butter paper
• Cardboard

Properties:
Too hard surface, no high sensed friction with all techniques on all 
substrates. 

Some substrates gave the ink an interesting effect, like picture 22. 
In this case the butter paper probably made the ink loose when it 
expanded. Some of the substrates that were tested melted because of 
too high heat. Like for example picture 24 where the plastic started to 
bubble up.

Picture 22 - Test with ink on baking paper Picture 23 - Test with ink on paper Picture 24 - Test with ink on plastic
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3.2.1.3 Ink name: 2

Printing ink
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140 °c

• 150,9 g Elastene 404
• 10,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• 3,0 g PT-XN

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen printing

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Paper (for black and white printing)
• OH Plastic
• Plastic pocket
• Butter paper
• Cardboard

Properties:
Too hard surface, no sensed friction with any of the techniques in any 
substrates. 
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3.2.1.4 Ink name: 3
Printing Ink
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 10,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• Ca 6,0 g Printofix

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen printing

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Paper (for black and white printing)
• OH Plastic
• Release paper
• Plastic pocket
• Butter paper
• Cardboard

Properties:
Gives really good grip for the users. The ink is not so thick, which 
makes it interesting for packaging (picture 24).

It woks really bad screen printed in release paper. First of all does not 
the ink give a good friction and second it does not release from the 
paper.

Picture 24 - Ink name name 3 attached onto a glass jar.
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3.2.1.5 Ink name: 4
Printing
Expancel: 950DU80
Tstart 130-140 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 5,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• Ca 3,0 g Printofix

Tested techniques:
• Coating

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)

Properties:
Way too sticky surface and the ink was just like porridge. This material 
was too bad to continue with (picture 25 and 26).

Picture 25 and 26 - The ink name 4 coated onto a paper.
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3.2.1.6 Ink name: 5
Printing
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140 °c

• 150,9 g Elastene 404
• 10,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• 3,5 g Printofix

Tested techniques:
• Coating

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)

Properties:
Way too sticky surface. It did not work at all (picture 27 and 28).

Picture 27 and 28 - Ink name 5.
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3.2.1.7 Ink name: 6
Printing ink
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140°c

• 150,9 g  ECO-36
• 8,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• Ca 5,0 g Printofix

Tested techniques:
• Coating

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)

Properties:
Gives a really good friction.

Picture 29 - The material 6 attached onto a milk package.
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3.2.1.8 Ink name: 7 (7s)
Printing ink
Expancel: 820SLU40
Tstart around 85°c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 28,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• Ca 3,0 g Printofix

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)

Properties:
This ink gives a very good grip trying with all techniques.

Ink printing with screen gives a super good friction, in the tests it’s 
called 7s (picture 30). The screen print gives a better friction than the 
coating.

Picture 30 - The material 7s attached onto a milk package.
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3.2.1.9 Ink name: 8
Printing ink
Expancel: 820SLU40
Tstart around 85°c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 15,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 24,5 g Vatten
• Ca 3,0 g Printofix 

Tested techniques:
• Coating
• Screen
• Potato print (picture 31)

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)

Properties:
Potato print was tested to simulate a tampon print, but it did not work 
as good as it probably would in reality. The surface of the ink did not 
become plain.

Otherwise the material gives a good feeling and high friction. It gives 
best effect on paper with the coating technique.

Picture 31 - Test to print with ink on paper with potatoes
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Picture 32, 33 and 34 - Test to spray the ink onto different substrates

3.2.1.10 Ink name: S
Spray ink
Expancel: XSDUX10
Tstart  130-140 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 10,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 11,8 g Vatten

Spray ink

Tested techniques:
• Spraying

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Cardboard
• Glass bottle
• Cardboard package covered with PE plastic (milk package)

Properties:
The sprayed and expanded surfaces gave many times worst grip than 
the original substrate. The spraying gave a visually nice effect that 
looked frosty, but the function was not good (picture 32, 33 and 34).

Might be used as a frosty effect in packaging (combined with a high 
friction label). 
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3.2.1.11 Ink name: S2
Spray ink
Expancel: 820 SLU 40
Oven temperature: 100 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 22,7 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 11,8 g Vatten

Spray ink

Tested techniques:
• Spraying

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Cardboard
• Glass bottle
• Metal
• Cardboard package covered with PE plastic (milk package)

Properties:
The sprayed and expanded surfaces a really good grip (picture 35 and 
36).

Picture 35 - The substrate is butter paper and the 
printing technique is screen print.

Picture 36 - The substrate is paper for ink and the 
printing technique is screen print.
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Picture 37 - The substrate is milk package

3.2.1.12 Ink name: S3

Spray ink
Expancel: 820 SLU 40

Oven temperature 100-110 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 15,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 11,8 g Water

Tested techniques:
• Spraying

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Cardboard
• Glass bottle
• Cardboard package covered with PE plastic (milk package picture 
37)

Properties:
Similar properties to the S2 reciept.
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3.2.1.13 Ink name: SB 
Spray ink
Expancel: SN-262E
Tstart 98 °c
Oven temperature 160 °c

• 150,9 g ECO-36
• 1,0 g Expancel
• 10,0 g Glycerol
• 1,6 g ENA-515
• 11,8 g Water

Tested techniques:
• Spraying

Tested substrates:
• Paper (for colour printing)
• Cardboard
• Glass bottle
• Cardboard package covered with PE plastic (milk package)

Properties:
The sprayed and expanded surfaces gave a really good grip. The 
problem was that the spheres were too big and fragile and broke after 
touching a few times (picture 38).

Picture 38 - The substrate is butter paper and the 
printing technique is screen print
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3.2.1.14 Laser etching
The laser etching idea is to use the heat from a laser cutter/etcher to 
etch onto unexpanded Expancel ink to expand detailed patterns on a 
substrate. The idea came from the difficulties to make precise patterns 
in the material.

This was tested at the Mid Sweden University with a paper covered 
with a thin layer of Expancel ink (picture 39). The spheres are high 
temperature spheres that expand in 140 degrees, even though the ink 
got burned by the laser. There were three different patterns tested 
and one of them was a success in the laser, expanding normally. The 
difference between the patterns was the distance between the touch 
of the laser on the material. The pattern with more intervals gives the 
material more time to cool down and doesn’t overheat.

3.2.1.15 Expansion in Microwave oven
There are a lot of different ways to expand the microspheres and 
one idea is to do it with help from a microwave. A test was made to 
confirm the idea, but it only works with wet spheres that expire under 
less than 100 degrees (picture 40, 41 and 42 in page 34).

It was working really good when the microspheres were wet. They 
were expanding after approximatly one minute.

Imagine you can heat up the spheres at home in your own microwave. 
So could this be interesting for something? Let’s say the spheres are in 
between a lid and a box of a food package, like glue. When the food is 
ready (after a couple of minutes) the lid detaches from the box.

3.2.1.16 Test printing with colour
Because of the result in test 3 the idea was to keep a label with a 
surface covered with Expancel and print on top of it. The idea is that 
the tactic feeling of the material still should be intact underneath the 
printed text.

Trying to print on top of the Expancel covered surface was working, 
but not very well. The colour didn’t stick to the surface very well 
and needed some time to dry completely. The colour is smudged out 
very easy from the printed surfaces. But the tactile feeling from the 
Expancel is intact and can be sensed.

Picture 39 - Pattern expanded with laser etching
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Pictures 40, 41 and 42 - From the left: Ink nr, 8 and two kinds of WU expanded in a microwave.
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3.2.2 User test 2

To find out if the material is useful for a user with reduced hand 
function the test was about to compare packaging with and without 
the material.  

The goal with the tests are to find a recipe and application technique 
that creates the highest friction for a flat or arched surface. The tactile 
feeling also needs to feel hygenic, since the material is going to be used 
in packaging. 

Material was attached onto different packages (see pictures 43) to 
compare the properties with and without the material. The packages 
were:

• A 1,5 litre bottle of mineral water
• An unopened jar with jam
• A 1,5 litre milk package
• A bottle of shampoo
• A medicine bottle
• A package of yoghurt

The users tested to open the packages first without the material and 
then with the material. They poured liquid from the bottles and 
compared the differences.

3.2.2.1 Feedback
The result shows that the users like the friction in the material a lot. It 
helps them to get a stronger grip than without the material. They can 

poor milk out of the package with one hand instead of two. They can’t 
open a jar of glass (with jam) but they like that they can carry it easily.

During the tests with Expancel material on the packaging one 
conclusion is that feeling secure using a product is incredibly 
important. They mainly want to feel secure of not dropping the 
package and spill the content. All of the users mentioned that they 
were feeling stronger and more in charge of the product when the 
friction was higher. They also believed that the packaging with high 
friction had lighter weight.

Pictures 43 - Products 
that were compared 

with packages without 
material.
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Pictures 44 - Testing the packaging with expancel.

The test person number 3 can lift 
and pour from a 1,5 liter PE bottle 
with one hand. She was happy 
about that since she’s unable to 
do so with the bottles without 
Expancel. She usually wants to 
use two hands anyway to direct 
the bottle near the glass. She says 
that she feels secure with the new 
label.

Test person number 4 can 
lift and pour from from 
a 1,5 liter PE bottle with 
one hand. She was happy 
about that since she’s 
unable to do so with the 
bottles without Expancel.

There was problems opening the 
jar with jam the first time, with and 
without Expancel. But the second time 
it was easier and Expancel helped a lot 
with the high friction.

The medicine bottles 
with Expancel gave an 
extra good grip.
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She shows how two hands are good 
for aiming in the cup

Expancel on the edge of a slippery 
surface made it easy to open. 
And the sense of the material was 
working as a tactile guidline of 
where to open.

A milk package of 1,5 liter is usually not possible to 
pour from. But with Expancel it was possible to lift 
and pour. Test person number 4 experiences that the 
package with Expancel had a lighter weight than 
the package without, even though they had equally 
weight.
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3.2.3 Friction test at SCA

This test was made to see if there was any similarity to the user test 
result and the static test to see if there are any differences between 
the users’ opinion and the test with a machine. The physics test 
was performed at SCA who have a special machine to measure 
friction in an accurate way (picture 45). Seven expanded recipes, one 
unexpanded and one piece of a milk package was tested. The static 
and kinetic friction was measured, but the kinetic friction was too big 
even though a special friction meter was made to measure high friction 
(picture 46). 

The material was attached onto a brick and dragged on a surface 
consisting of a plain paper. The same kind of paper was used for 
all measurements and switched to an unused one every test. Each 
material was tried three times and afterwards an average result was 
plotted.

The tests differed from each other and the conclusion of that is that 
in the end the users are going to have different opinions about the 
materials regarding sense friction. What the comparison between the 
friction measurement in SCA and the one with the users did was to 
state that.

What also gave the tests different result might be the way the material 
was attached onto the packages. The users lifted the packaging with a 
certain weight with the material attached on the outside. This makes a 
different movement and also a different direction of the force.

Picture 45 - Sketch over the special built friction meter at SCA.

Picture 46 - One of the friction tests at SCA showing that the kinetic friction 
was too difficult to measure. 
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3.2.4 Test 3 - Friction and patterns

Test number three was about to state which material was the best 
regarding friction and hygienic factors. Six different kind of material 
(recipes) was attached to the same kind of milk packaging. The 
packaging was filled with water to get the same weight.

The tested products:

• 7 milk packages with material (6 with material, 1 without)
 The numbers of the ink are: 7s, 8, S3, 7, 3, 6, OE (picture 47 and  
 the ink reciepts are explained in page 19-32)

• 9 medicine jars with patterns (8 with patterns, 1 with a plain label)

The user tested and compared the dry milk packages and ordered 
them in the order from bad friction to good friction. Two of them had 
similar result and the third person had almost the opposite result, 
except that the package without Expancel material was bad for all of 
them. When the packages were wet the result became a bit different 
(see the table on page). 

Patterns were tested on medicine packaging (picture 48). The patterns 
were attached with help from laser cut tape pasted onto a label which 
was used as a masking for the ink. All the labels had the same material 
(material number 3) to get the same feeling for the user, the difference 
was the patterns. The users were feeling a difference in the patterns 
and they liked patterns that “followed the form of the hand”, like 
horizontal stripes. The package with the best grip was the package 
where the label was completely covered with material. 

Picture 47 - The tested milk packages

Picture 48 - The tested medicine cans

The material was also tested with people with no hand problems to see 
if they could tell which one that was better.
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3.2.4.1 Feedback
There are several good materials and all of them are better than no 
material.

The test users with no hand problems had difficulties to separate the 
different material from each other. They could decide approximately 
which one was better than the others.

Picture 49 - Tests with users to see which material that has highest friction.

Package is 
tested with wet 
hands. Friction in 

patterns are 
tested.

Testing which 
material has the 
highest friction

Testing 
friction with 
wet hands.
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Order of “good friction” at dry package. From order 1-7 where 1 is 
best.

• Table nr 1 show users with reduced hand function
• Table nr 2 show users with full hand function

Order of “good friction” at medicine jars with a friction with different 
patterns. From order 1-9 where 1 is best.

• Table nr 6 show users with reduced hand function

Order of “good friction” at wet packaging

• Table nr 3 show users with reduced hand function
• Table nr 4 show users with full hand function

1. 6.

3.

2.

4.

The information about the 
material is in page 19-32.
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3.2.4.2 Comparison between human and machine
A comparison between the friction measurements made in SCA with 
what the users believe has the highest friction (in test 3) shows that 
it’s a big difference between the machine and the users. For example, I 
tested unexpanded material (with unexpanded microspheres) with the 
users and they didn’t like it because it was way too sticky meaning it 
would never sell. When I tested the material in SCA it had really high 
friction, but since the users don’t like it it’s no point continuing with 
that in the process. 

Specifications of the materials are in page nr 19-34.

Best material in SCA

7s
S2
6
7
Unexpanded
8
S3
3
Milk package

Best material according to users

8
3
7
7s
6
S2
S3
Milk package

(Unexpanded material is not on the 
list because the users never tested 
the friction)
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3.2.5 Where to use Expancel?

As many options as possible of how to use Expancel is good. Some 
examples are:

As a label. Coat the whole surface with Expancel. If patterns wanted 
it’s possible to “cut” shapes out of the whole coated surface, this will 
create inverted relief patterns (as in picture 50).

As a pattern. There are many possibilities to attach only a pattern onto 
a product that includes the high friction material. 

As a friction material in for exaple lids or corks where extra force is 
needed.

Another idea is to have personal “labels” like small buttons to put on 
the things you want.

Picture 50 - How it could look 
with an “inverted” relief label.
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3.2.6 Test 4 - Little material, high friction

This test was about finding out weather the friction is still high if the 
patterns get smaller in size. Two products were tested with different 
patterns:

• 7 Milk packages (picture 50)
• 20 Medicine cans (picture 51)

The users were ordering the packages from good to bad.

Other products tested were:

• Glued plastic bags
• Tea bags (picture
• Glued plastic candy bars

The test with those was to see if it was possible to combine a good grip 
for the opening and also a sense of where to open.

3.2.6.1 Feedback
The users agreed that they could feel more or less good friction in all 
milk packages and almost all medicine jars. And that if the area with 
material is small, they can adopt the grip to the material. It is easier to 
adopt the grip with the small medicine jar than with the milk package, 
since the milk package is a lot heavier and because the shape is more 
limited with angles when it comes to lifting and pouring from it. 

For the blind person the most important thing is to feel the difference 
between products, for example the medicine cans. He thaught it was 
easy to find and open the packages with Expancel comparing to the 
packages without.

Picture 50 - Milk packages with numbers.

Picture 51 - A few of all the 20 medicine cans.
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Picture 52 - Example of where to use Expancel to find an opening of a package.

Picture 53 - Example of where to use Expancel to find an opening of a package. 
The picture to the right shows how he didn’t manage to find the right opening.

Picture 54 - Users testing different products with expancel.

Users testing to open plastic bags with extra support from a grip surface.

Users testing the grip in a milk package (with no material) and in 
medicine package.
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The users had a lot of different oppinions when it came to which 
medicine can was the best. But they agree that the material helps a lot 
anyway. Some favorits with smaller stripes:

Order of “good friction” at milk packages with different kind of 
patterns.

Table nr 7 show users with reduced hand function

7.

The three most 
popular patterns
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3.2.7 Design of patterns

Just because the grip surface helps users with weaker hands to lift and 
handle package, does not mean that people with no hand problems 
cannot use the package as well.

There are big possibilities to take advantage of the material and create 
interesting patterns that appeals all kinds of users. 

The idea is to create patterns for the end product to appeal the target 
group. The patterns should express the users’ experience when using 
Expancel, like “light weight” and “high friction”. The patterns are 
inspired by nature and trying to inform the user that the pattern is 
a surface with grip material and that the package is easier to lift and 
handle. The inspiration is from natures’ natural grip and light weight.

The pattern concepts are not directly connected to the packages. The 
idea with the patterns is to create curiosity and interest and to show 
possibilities and to enhance the material. 
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4. Conclusions

4.1 Main results
During the tests with Expancel material on the packaging one 
conclusion is that feeling secure using a product is incredibly 
important. They mainly want to feel secure of not dropping the 
package and spill the content. All of the users mentioned that they 
were feeling stronger and more in charge of the product when the 
friction was higher. They also believed that the packaging with high 
friction appeared to have lighter weight. 

4.1.1 Environmental aspects

To measure the impact of the environment when using the material 
Expancel in packaging there are a lot of factors to consider. To 
calculate exactly how much energy that is required to produce the 
Expancel spheres and how much energy that is that is required to the 
other materials in the recipe is a big challenge.  There are also different 
recipes with different amount of Expancel, which makes the recipes 
different from each other. 

Another fact is that there are no similar materials used in packaging 
today in Sweden, which means that there are no packages to make a 
comparison with. The idea might be to put the benefits of the material 
in packaging against the environmental aspects and vice versa.

Even though it’s difficult to calculate the impact from the material on 
the environment, there are other known things to do to decrease the 
impact.

4.1.1.1 Patterns
Patterns in products can add a value to the product and in that case 
attract the consumer. Another good aspect of having patterns in the 
packages is to actually decrease the amount of material, which will 
have an environmental and economical effect. Smaller patterns mean 
less material.
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4.1.1.2 The shape leads the user
Reflecting over the user tests and the users handling different kind of 
packaging shows that the shape could be a tool for how to decrease 
the amount of material but still keep the good grip surface. A round 
package with a big opening (jar can) for example doesn’t lead the user 
to hold it in a special way; the user makes his/her own decision of how 
to hold the package. Because of this, the covered area of the gripping 
needs to be adapted to how the packages are shaped (picture 59 and 
60).

I made a test to see if my theory was correct where pictures were taken 
to see where the package is held by the user. The studies was to see 
where the hand/fingers touch the package surface. Both users with 
reduced hand function and users with no major problems participated. 
Around six people tested every package.

The pictures on the next page show four different packages. From the 
left: milk package, PET bottle, glass jar and medicine jar. The colours 
show the “active” areas where in the packages, where it would give an 
effect to have a friction material. 

In the two first packages the colours show where the users hold the 
packaging when they are pouring the content. The corks are marked 
with colour because that’s the surface where they are turned and 
opened. The two pictures to the right are marked a bit different from 

Picture 59 - Here is the gripping area when the 
package has no pouring opening  

Picture 60 - If there is a pouring opening in one part 
of the product, there will be a more clear direction.

each other. The medicine jar is a lot smaller and not as heavy as the 
glass jar, which means that people holds them different from each 
other. The unscrewing of the lid also differs from each other, because 
of size and use of force.

To decrease the amount of material on the package It would be 
possible to put material in just these areas where the packaging is held. 

4.1.1.3 The package
If it is possible for a person with reduced hand function to lift a bottle 
of soda that weights 1,5 kilos even thought the material that the bottle 
is made of is instable, it means that the material has a lot of impact. 

1. It’s possible to reduce the amount of material of for example a 
plastic bottle. There will be a stable grip with the high friction material.

2. Big packaging can be handled, which means that more consumers 
can buy bigger packaging, which means that less packaging material is 
needed.
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4.1.2Test nr 5 - Final test

This last test is to see whether the test persons approve the concepts/
products or not. The test was with five users:

The material with the highest scores from the earlier tests were tested 
in combination with the, according to the users, best patterns. The 
packages were:

• A glass bottle with a lid, both with Expancel material
• A PET bottle of soda with Expancel material
• A shampoo bottle with Expancel material
• A milk package with bigger cork than the standard one, both with 
Expancel material
• A medicine package with Expancel material
• A medicine bottle with a child proof cork where the Expancel 
material works as a sign for where to open the cork. 

(The lid of the glass bottle couldn’t be tried properly since it was stuck 
in the model. All the other models were tried properly.)

• The discussed questions were mainly:
• How does the grip feel?
• How is it to open?
• How does the material feel?

1 – Likes all the products a lot. The lid of the jar fits perfect in the hand 
the grip gets really strong. The Expancel surfaces are soft and nice and 
they give a strong grip because of the high friction.

3 – Opened the unbroken milk package with a new cork and found it 
very easy. The cork was big and gave a good friction, which is good 
for her hands. The PET bottle was good, but the grip could vary a lot 
depending on the user. The lid of the glass bottle was too big, the test 
person has smaller hands than the lid allows. The shampoo idea is 
good, even though the user is using a bottle with pumping function at 
home.

Picture 65 - Packages tested in the final test.
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4 – The test person tried the child proof medicine bottle in another test 
without the new solution and couldn’t open the bottle. She has low 
vision and could not see or sense the opening. With the new solution 
with Expancel ink it was clear immediately where to open the lid. The 
lid of the glass bottle was too big, but the Expancel material on the 
bottle gave a very good grip. 

6 – Thinks that the lid of the glass bottle was too big and that the 
material was a bit too slippery. She thought that the patterns in general 
gave a good friction. She likes the design of the patterns and on a 
question: “If you see them in the grocery store, would you think that 
the patterns are aids?” she answered yes, except the shampoo bottle 
and maybe the glass bottle. She was happy about the milk package 
because it was easy to open and pour from it.  She really liked the 
child proof cork idea on the medicine bottle, because it was easy to 
understand and see.

8 – This person has never been in the tests before, so the test started 
with some explanation. He tested the different packages with Expancel 
material and also the medicine bottle, first without the material and 
then with the new solution and material. He liked the material and 
thought it could be useful for him if there were markings in the 
labels that he could recognize. Like for example a warning triangle 
for medicine. He also thinks that for example keeping the difference 
between shampoo and conditioner bottles could be a good idea. He 
tried the medicine bottle without the material (the original bottle) and 
failed to open it. He couldn’t even sense the markings, even though 
he has very good sense in his fingers. The new solution with Expancel 
marking took him a few seconds to find and it was a lot easier to open. 

She thinks it’s 
easy to hold the 
bottle of shampoo. 
She likes the idea 
of Expancel in wet 
bottles, for example 
in the shower.

The package is 
easy to open with 
a bigger cork and 
good gripping 
material. The 
material looks nice 
and has a good grip.

It was easy to 
see the marking 
of the cork. It was 
easier to open with 
the marking than 
without.
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This pictures show the last concepts of the packaging and what the users wanted to develop 
further.
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Concepts of how it could look with the patterns
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On the milk package the 
pattern is inspired from 
bubbles created when 
pouring milk in a glass. The 
pattern has a connection 
to that package and could 
give a feeling of light weight 
because of the bubbles. 2

Suction cups like the 
ones on an octopus 

are known for its 
good“grip”. 5

The wave could create 
a feeling of power 

and at the same time 
freshness. 3

A piece of cut wood could 
give a sense of friction, 

even though it might feel 
a bit rough. 1

Inspiration 
from a feather, 

a symbol of light 
weight.

A gecko lizard is a 
good climber because 
of the structure in its 
hands. 4

1 Wood Grain by John Orban, Avaliable at: http://www.noupe.com/photography/nature-s-pattern-photography-35-outstanding-photos.html (2013-06-02)
2 Pouring Milk Into Glass by Stuart Miles, Avaliable at: http://www.freedigitalphotos.net/images/Other_Drinks_g65-Pouring_Milk_Into_Glass_p55030.html (2013-06-02)
3 Blue Wave by bplanet, Avaliable at: http://www.freedigitalphotos.net/images/Coastal_And_Oceans_g117-Blue_Wave_p87854.html (2013-06-02)
4 Gecko hand, Avaliable at: http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2012/jan/24/plasmonic-metamaterials-could-make-gecko-toes (2013-05-15)
5 www.hiren.info.jpg, Avaliable at: http://www.hiren.info/desktop-wallpapers/other-mix-pictures/octopus_hawaii (2013-06-02)
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4.2 Discussions
Environmental aspects
Using a material for better grip in packaging is not a known area 
of usage. There are thoughts about why to put this material onto 
packaging if there is an extra impact on the environment. The fact 
coming out of this project is that the material gives better grip than 
in there wouldn’t have been a material and that people with reduced 
hand function feels more secure and independent when using a 
package with higher friction.

Material against material
How is it possible to attach the material onto packaging without 
making them stuck to each other in the shelf in the supermarket? One 
solution could be to create packages that have some kind of bevel for 
labels that are not in touch with other labels.

The user studies
The idea with the user studies is to create a really good product that 
fits as many people as possible. And even though trying out the best 
material and the best patterns, it is not sure that it in the end will be 
the best solution. So many factors are to consider in this project. If 
the recipe is changed to fit a special technique, it might get a different 
feature for the users.

There are many things that can affect the tests with users:

• Sweat amount in their hands
• Hand strength
• Hand size
• What kind of disease the person has
• Sex and age

Another important aspect with the user test results is that they 
sometimes differ from each other. They do not agree of which material 
that has the best and highest friction, like in test 2. The test results 
would have been more accurate if more test users participated. But 
even if they don’t agree of which exact ink receipt is the best one, they 
agree that the material Expancel makes a huge difference comparing to 
packages without Expancel. 

Future work
The future work may consist with adopting the ink tests into real 
production. What happens with the function if putting it into 
flexography?

Man or machine?
To compare if it is possible to transfer the measurement information 
from the users into a machine to decide friction that is not really 
possible. The machine is more correct in its measurements than a user, 
but the machine just measures. The user touches and feels the material 
and in the end likes it or not. The user always decides. For example the 
material that was unexpanded and I measured at SCA (Unexpanded) 
got a good score of high friction. But when testing it with users they 
rated it immediately, not because of the low friction but because of the 
sticky surface. 
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Aim and Goal
I have used Expancel and created a new application within the 
packaging industry. New in the sense that the costumers (users) have 
never seen it before. Maybe new for companies, who are supposed 
to put this material (and function) into their packaging and/or labels. 
Talking to a few people in the packaging industry I realize that this 
way of using the material is something new and really exciting. 

The solution definitely eases for users with reduced hand function 
and/or reduced eye sight. The tests I have made show their excitement 
about the concept. But the concept would fit for more people than that. 
I believe that there are ways of making this product attractive to more 
people if starting in the right way. For example with products that 
many people have problems opening, a glass can with for example 
jam. Another way would be to attract through packaging where labels 
are a little bit more fancy, like shampoo bottles. Put the material and 
it will create a cool 3D effect, and on top of that it has extra grip for 
slippery situations – in the shower.
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Appendix

Appendix 1 - Questions first user test


